The once-twice test for evaluation of the completely anesthetic digit
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A test to aid in the evaluation of the completely anesthetic digit – the once-twice test – is described. This rapid, easily performed clinical test can help identify patients with anesthesia of the digits of nonphysiological origin.
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Clinical assessment of digital sensibility relies on the perception and response of the patient to the stimulus applied by the examiner. When faced with a patient with a totally anesthetic digit and a questionable history of nerve compression or injury, the surgeon can use digital sweating or the wrinkle pattern of the skin following immersion in water as diagnostic evidence of lack of true nerve injury (1). The evaluation of these characteristics may be time-consuming and difficult to quantify, often leaving some ongoing uncertainty.

The authors have developed the once-twice test, a rapid, simple method to evaluate such patients. This test has been found useful in the authors’ office practice. The once-twice test is a variant of the two-point discrimination and is, therefore, easily accepted by the patient. After ascertaining that no two-point discrimination is present in a digit, the once-twice test is indicated. Instead of touching the digit with one or two points (as in two-point discrimination), the patient is asked to determine whether the surgeon has touched the digit once or twice; the ability to do this does not rely on cutaneous sensitivity (unknown to the patient). The time interval between the touches does not seem to be important; however, the authors use an interval of approximately 0.5 s. If the patient responds once when the digit has been touched twice, the test is considered positive, and in the absence of some profound proximal problem (see below) the patient thus has evidence of a nonphysiological response. If the patient correctly responds twice for two touches and once for a single touch, a normal response is indicated and does not reveal the cause of lack of two-point discrimination.

It has been observed in the authors’ office that patients who complain of anesthetic digits and have no two-point discrimination, with no clear history of nerve injury, may respond once when the digit is touched once or twice. In contrast, patients with documented nerve injury and true anesthesia of the digit retain their ability to discriminate one touch from two touches, probably through proprioceptive information. These finding have been found in the digits of patients with both digital nerves lacerated, lacerations of one or both major nerves at the wrist, during metacarpal block anesthesia and in severe diabetic neuropathy with total anesthesia of the digits. Patients with complete brachial plexus avulsion...
and a patient with a forearm level replantation in the early postoperative period do not have two-point discrimination and could not discriminate one touch from two touches. In patients with possible nerve compression disorders where no two-point discrimination is present, the once-twice test has helped differentiate severe compression from symptom magnification. The authors have not evaluated this test in central nervous system disorders.

The sensitivity and specificity of tests like the once-twice test are very difficult to calculate. The sensitivity or proportion of diseased patients (nonphysiological numbness) with a positive test relies on comparison with a gold standard, a comparison that is not possible in this situation. The specificity or proportion of normal tests in nondiseased people, which includes those with true numbness from nerve injury, seems to be very high except for the special conditions highlighted above. Perhaps these conditions will become more apparent with further clinical use of the test. The high specificity is important because a positive test will always be meaningful.

In the absence of severe proximal nerve injury, a positive once-twice test is a rapid method to make the surgeon aware of, and able to document, nonphysiological anesthesia of the digits.
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